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MEMORANDUM

The Minnesota Department of Human Rights has completed its investigation of the
above-referenced matter. Based upon the results of that investigation, the Commissioner
makes the following determination:

1. Evidence is sufficient to conclude that there is PROBABLE CAUSE to credit the

charging party's allegation of an unfair discriminatory practice by the respondent, as
prohibited by Minnesota Statutes, section 363A.13.

2. The charging party claimed that the respondent discriminated against her in the area of
education on the basis of race, specifically that it allowed students at her high school to
dress in racially stereotyped clothing that was deliberately offensive to students of her -
race. The respondent did not dispute that the offensive behavior occurred, but asserted
that it could not have foreseen the event and that, when it knew about the behavior, it
took steps to correct it and prevent future occurrences. The department reviewed
materials provided by both parties and interviewed relevant witnesses.

3. Minnesota Statutes section 363A.13 subdivision 1 states, in relevant part:

It is an unfair discriminatory practice to discriminate in any manner in the full
utilization of or benefit from any educational institution, or the services rendered
thereby to any person because of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex,
age, marital status, status with regard to public assistance, sexual orientation, or
disability, or to fail to ensure physical and program access for disabled persons.

4. The parties do not dispute that the unofficial dress-up day, whose name incorporated a
racial epithet, occurred during Homecoming Week in 2009. It is not disputed that a
racially charged atmosphere prevents students of certain races from receiving full use or
benefit from the respondent's programs.

5. Investigation showed that students engaged in the same behavior during Homecoming
Week of the previous year, and possibly during other recent years. There was no
evidence that the respondent took any action based on those previous^vents.

6. Evidence showed that on the day in question, the respondent's administration took
some limited steps to require students to change and to ask students to police their
peers who were dressed offensively. Witness evidence showed that these steps were
not effective. While it may be good educational practice to ask students to set examples
and standards for themselves and their peers, it does not fulfill Respondent's obligation
to provide an educational atmosphere free of illegal racial discrimination.


